Subject to weather conditions, summer uniform is to be worn in 1st and 4th term, and winter uniform in 2nd and 3rd term.

Uniform hats are compulsory in terms one, early in term two (April), late term three (September) and all of term four; hats other than uniform hats are not permitted.

Hair accessories such as ribbons or scrunchies for girls' hair should be bottle green, white or red.

Sneakers are not acceptable footwear at School on days other that PE / sports days. Please ensure correct uniform footwear is worn.

Parents are to clearly mark all articles of clothing with your child's name. Teachers cannot identify unmarked clothing.

Contact the class teacher if any uniform items are misplaced. St James does not have a 'Lost Property' as named items are easily passed back to owners.

Apart from sleepers or stud type earrings, a cross worn for religious reasons and wrist watches, no other jewellery or ornament is permitted.

Unnatural hair colouring either temporary or semi permanent is not permitted.

Nail polish or any other cosmetics are not permitted.

If the incorrect clothing is worn, the teacher uses discretion as to whether they can participate in PE or Sporting activities. Eg hats or footwear.

### WINTER UNIFORM

**Girls**
- Tartan Culotte
- Red polo shirt
- Green school windcheaters
- Navy knee high socks/navy tights
- Black leather shoes/ black boots
- Unisex pants

**Boys**
- Green trousers or shorts
- Red polo shirt
- Green school windcheater
- Navy ankle socks
- **NB Short sport socks or socks with logos are not permitted.**
- Black leather shoes/ Black boots

**Optional:** green / red beanie, scarf and gloves.

Black suede or black vinyl shoes are not permitted and heels should not be higher than 3cm.

### SUMMER UNIFORM

**Girls**
- Green check Summer Dress or Bottle Green Summer Culotte
- Red Polo
- Green school windcheater
- White ankle socks
- Black leather shoes / black sandals (enclosed toe)
- Green School Uniform Hat
- Green bloomers

**Boys**
- Green shorts or trousers
- Red polo top
- Green school windcheater
- White ankle socks
- **NB Short sport socks or socks with logos are not permitted.**
- Black Leather Shoes/ Black sandals enclosed toe
- Green school uniform hat

### SPORTS UNIFORM

Sport Uniform consists of School shorts or green skort, school sports top, and runners.

Sports uniform including school tracksuit pants and sneakers may be worn to school on designated P.E./sports days as notified by the classroom teacher or in the newsletter.

### INTERSCHOOL SPORTS DAYS:

**FOOTBALL:** Jumpers are supplied by the school. Red shorts & red football socks

**NETBALL & NEWCOMB:** Sports Uniform.